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Bluetooth speakers are one of the 2019 must-have gadgets. And with such a wide range of uses, from annoying people on public transport, delivering high def sound in design studios, the clear width of options makes choosing the best Bluetooth speaker difficult. However, the best wireless headphones
are about what the speaker sounds like recently. Whether you're looking for a Bluetooth speaker for your home, studio or something very portable, we've covered you. Which Bluetooth speakers should you buy? Choosing the best Bluetooth speaker isn't just about the quality of your device – it's also about
the technology it uses to pair with a sound source. Not all versions of Bluetooth are created equal, and when it comes to spectrum, there can often be information that, if ignored, can come back to bite you in the butt. But other factors are also important. How durable is the speaker? What is battery life?
How much does it weigh? How does that sound in the end? In terms of range, most of these speakers reach about 30 meters of stress, but depend on other factors such as interference; Think about how to use it. What are the best Bluetooth speakers? Currently, the best Bluetooth speaker that combines
sound quality, durability and battery life is UE Boom 2. Its design is idiosyncratic and not suitable for everyone, but it is full of features and offers fantastic sound for the price. In this post, we have combined a selection of the best Bluetooth speakers into several different scenarios and examined the
specifications to give you the most important information. The best Bluetooth speakers right now The best Bluetooth speaker overall: UE Boom 2 is based on the success of its predecessor, increased durability and some design improvements – but it's ultimately the same speaker that bagged hat prizes in
its first iteration. However, possibly the biggest improvement on UE Boom 2 is the elevated IPX rating (from 4 to 7), which means it can now be embedded for up to 30 minutes and continues to swing further. And through the companion app (for iOs and Android), you can also customize the buttons and
even connect multiple speakers through its 'DJ' feature, where other Boom 2 owners can add their own music to the group of connected boomers (but don't worry; if you don't like what you hear, you can always turn them on from your speaker party). UE Boom also allows you to adjust audio settings like
bass and treble, which really helps with bass-heavy music. However, the UE Boom 2's audio hasn't been improved just with its software, and it also has updated 1.75 active controllers and 3 passive radiators. Finally, but not in the slightest way, let's take a look at the design. In most cases, this is the thing
that attracts people to UE Boom 2 first. It is colorful (with numerous choices), a little eccentric and welcome homogeeniseen homogeeniseen most of the speakers. But having said that, some may find the design a little too decorative for their taste. Best high-end Bluetooth speakers: We have a little
recognition: we have a serious soft spot for designing Dali Katch. From a thin aluminium case to a leather carrying handle, this speaker absorbs the specifications. On its own, this wouldn't be enough to include, but it also sounds incredible (which, due to its thin design, is a serious achievement in
engineering). Featuring two 21mm soft dome tweeters, two two 3.5-inch basses and two passive bass batteries, this speaker comes with a serious impact. But when things get bass heavy, you can still spot the middle area - and this thing can go really hard too! You can't edit the equalicorer settings with
Katch, but it does have two presets: Clear and Warm (for bass-heavy audio). And between them, they cover most flavors. Finally, if you pair a device that supports aptX, you have an added bonus of being allowed to play high definition audio through Katch, which takes it to another level of audio
performance. Best Bluetooth speakers for home and studio: This is a category with two big hitters: Bowers &amp; Wilkins' Zeppelin Wireless and Naim Mu-soo. For cost and performance alone, we recommend Zeppelin, and learn more about our best wireless speakers for the 2019 release. But if costs
aren't a problem, Naim Mu-soo is at the top of our list. Make no mistake, however: a Bluetooth speaker weighing 14.8kg is not a Bluetooth speaker that you'll be putting in your backpack anytime soon (not unless you're training for an endurance race). According to Naim's state-of-the-art sound heritage,
there is little to give about the digital makeup of the Mu-sote. The aluminium frame includes an MDF cabinet, which, in addition to silencies, also adds serious weight to the device. Elsewhere, the deepened LED lights provide a visual cue in connecting, but sit behind the front grille for a truly minimalist
look. And the last design element is the main volume control that appeals to nob lovers everywhere (consisting of a fixed ring with bead-blasted anodized aluminum). Sounds wise, mu-sote's power is something to see when six 75-watt amplifiers produce a total of 450 watts (all controlled by a 32-bit digital
signal processor that Naim claims is capable of millions of calculations per second). And listening to music on Mu-soo, we believe them – it's as close to sound perfection as you get with a Bluetooth speaker (and also comes with full support for AptX). Best outdoor Bluetooth speakers: In this category, we
make a few assumptions. The first is that – if you're looking for an outdoor speaker – there's a good chance you won't want to spend a huge amount of money on it (because it's unquestionably put through the wrench). Secondly, we assume that you want it to be completely waterproof, as outdoors is
often likened to it rains cats and dogs. Taking these factors into account, the range is severely narrowed, and this category is a turnaround between JBL Charge 3 and UE Wonderboom; But because of its cuteness and competitive price, we have chosen the latter. You can't talk about UE Wonderboom
without mentioning its appearance (as we've already done). Its stubby design is reminiscent of someone pouring too much into a bucket of awesome drink stick and then wrapping the whole thing in mesh fabric, before finally filling and following with a rubberized film. Wonderboom's design means you get
a full 360 degree sound, and with an IPX7 waterproof rating, it also means you can play catch with this thing in the pool! It's really so durable. There are power, pairing and playback buttons at the top of the speaker, and you can even connect two devices at the same time to make it easy to change the
sound. And while UE Wonderboom sounds great, it doesn't have the top-notch bass support for JBL Charge 3, but it handles the middle areas brilliantly, and since it's almost £100 cheaper, we're happy to make a sacrifice with top-notch bass. Best Bluetooth Speakers for iPhone: You can connect all
bluetooth speakers featured in this list via iPhone. But for this inclusion, we have tried to find a speaker that meets both the design and audio expectations of iPhone users, which is why we have turned with the Bose SoundLink Mini II. In terms of design, it has a lot in common with jam heavy metal,
including a large weight of 670g. It has a curved aluminium frame with grilles on the front and back. And like Heavy Metal, it also handles bass very well (better than Heavy Metal, in fact, which is no small feat). The standard control buttons sit on the device, and in their second iteration, the Soundlink Mini
II rejects a separate Aux button in favour of automatic replacement when the new device is plugged in. This is a great addition. The only downside of Mini II is that in terms of price, we expect support for aptX that has been omitted. Despite this little grip, if you're looking for a speaker that's a step up from
the competition and sitting happily next to your iPhone, this is it. Read more: The best Bluetooth speakers for Android Central 2020 Summer is the perfect time to buy a Bluetooth speaker so you can blow up your favorite music while swimming in a pool or camping trip with friends. Compatible with virtually
all human-known devices, Bluetooth speakers ensure that as long as your phone, tablet or laptop is around, your music will be loud! Our favorite is Ultimate Ears wonderboom 2 due to its small shape factor and water and dust resistance, but there are plenty of other options. Ultimate Eras speakers don't
have to be expensive to be good. Wonderboom 2 gets shockingly loud in size, and sounds excellent almost music, pop to rock and hip to hip Jazz. Like Megaboom 3, Wonderboom 2 has a multi-directional sound, which makes it great for parties. It also has several flashing colors, just like the Megaboom
3, and you can connect it to another speaker - even though it's only with another Wonderboom 2 speaker. It's also IP67 certified, which means it can withstand dust and submersion – in fact, half of wonderboom 2's photos include a speaker floating in swimming pools. As a bonus, Wonderboom 2 is
durable, is estimated to withstand drops of up to 1.5 meters and lasts up to 13 hours between each charge. Not bad at all for a speaker of this size. Fantastic sound size IP67 water and dust resistance reasonably priced Good battery life Micro-USB charging Slightly distorts the maximum volume No Party
Up feature Large speaker in a small package. Wonderboom 2 is waterproof, durable and very compact and comes with great sound and a wide range of color options. Soundcore 2 doesn't have much to complain about. For a fraction of the price of other Bluetooth speakers, Anker's latest packs
respectable sound and all-day battery life into a small, barren body. Soundcore 2 is waterproof and estimated to last a full 24 hours – of course, you'll hope that Anker from all brands will be able to provide a good battery life. Unfortunately, Soundcore 2 is significantly lacking in bass, which can have a big
impact on certain genres of music, and is a little quiet compared to other speakers on this list. Still, because of the price it commands, it's a great little speaker available in a few color options, and you can even buy more than one and combine them with surround sound audio. IPX7 water resistance Stereo
pair other Soundcores Fantastic battery life Very affordable speaker Lack of bass Not as loud as other speakers Small and inexpensive. Soundcore 2 is a small speaker with water resistance and long battery life. It's a little quiet and lacks bass, but it's still a lot. Tribit XSound Go is another affordable
speaker with long-lasting battery life and IPX7 water resistance. It doesn't have the most impressive sound, lack of bass and top-notch clarity, but it's certainly better than anything any phone speaker can put out. With XSound, you get 24 hours of battery life and an impressive range of up to 26 meters.
The speaker has a lanying rope that attaches it to any bag or even hangs it from a tree branch, and the rubber flap covers the headphone heater and micro USB charging port. If your budget is tight, it's hard to go wrong with XSound Go. All-day battery life IPX7 water and dust resistance A very affordable
lanying rope place for easy transport Lack of sound quality Not very loud As affordable as you can ask for in a capable Bluetooth speaker. Tribit XSound Go is affordable, waterproof and lasts all day without sweating. The XB12 is Sony's relatively new Bluetooth speaker with a soft touch rubber body that
is waterproof and resistant to beating. It fits in the palm of your hand and becomes surprisingly loud and clean, even with reasonably balanced bass despite its small size. Like most other speakers on this list, XB12 uses Micro-USB to charge and comes with a small selection of striking colors with
matching wrist/carry straps. It takes up to 16 hours per charge, although it takes several hours to get a full charge. Due to its solid building quality and rugged exterior, there is plenty to make love to at competitive prices in the XB12. Surprisingly loud, sharp sound Long battery life Small, portable shape
factor IPX7 water and dust resistance Micro-USB, instead of usb-C charging slowly A small speaker packs a powerful shock. The XB12 fits in the palm of your hand and has water, dust and shock resistant and has several bold colors. If SoundLink Revolve+ is outside your price range, Micro is a smaller
speaker for about half the price, which is both waterproof and shock resistant. It's available in a few interesting colours and offers pure, undistorted sound at a respectable volume – although the small size means it lacks a little bass. The most significant drawback of SoundLink Micro is its battery life. After
just 6 hours, this is far from the longest-running speaker we've seen, but your neighbors are likely to appreciate the hard line of loud music. SoundLink Micro also has built-in microphones that allow you to make calls and even talk to the Google Assistant or Siri when you're connected to your phone. Built-
in microphone for voice assistors Small, portable design IPX7 water resistance Good sound quality Poor battery life The bass lacks built-in microphone for calls and voice aid. SoundLink Micro is very portable with a microphone against calls and Google Assistant. For portable Bluetooth speakers, you
need to take into account a few features of the product, such as battery life, sound quality and element durability. Portability means you want to take it to places that can be dangerous for electronics, so you want a speaker built to receive. There's no shortage of Bluetooth speakers, but if I bought one, I'd
opt for Ultimate Ears Wonderboom 2. While there are more specialized options that prioritize things like longer battery life or better sound, Wonderboom 3 is a rounder speaker that provides good, punchy sound, water resistance, decent long battery life, and a small shape factor. Credits – The team that
worked on this guide Hayato Huseman is ceo of Android Central. As he writes this, a mountain of old Android phones falls on his head, but his great Dane protects him. He drinks way too much coffee and sleeps too little. He wonders if there's a correlation. Daniel Bader is editor-in-chief of Android Central.
When he this, a mountain of old Android phones is intent on But his Dane will protect him. He drinks way too much coffee and sleeps too little. He wonders if there's a correlation. We may earn a purchase test with our links. Learn more. More.
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